Flying Home

While reading
Pages 1–7

1 Answer the questions.
   a What is the bird’s name?
   …………………………………………………
   b Where is he from?
   …………………………………………………
   c What colour is he?
   …………………………………………………
   d Where does he live?
   …………………………………………………
   e Does he like the Baxter family?
   …………………………………………………
   f Who is reading a newspaper in a café?
   …………………………………………………

2 Finish the story with the right words.
   south home building small food talk window head
   Felix lives with the Baxter family in a big
   (a) ………………. He likes the Baxter family
   because they give him (b) ………………. and they
   (c) ………………. to him and show him to their
   friends. But Felix wants to go (d) ………………. to Brazil. One day Felix flies out of the
   (e) ………………. He stands on the
   (f) ………………. of the Statue of Liberty and
talks to a (g) ………………. grey bird. Then, he
   flies (h) ………………. across the Atlantic Ocean.

3 Find the right words on pages 1–7.
   a There are a lot of trees and animals in this hot
   place. (p. 2) …………………
   b People put this on their heads. (p. 2)
   ………………………
   c It’s very cold and it’s white. (p. 3)
   ………………………
   d A place where people wash. (p. 4)
   ………………………
   e People read this. (p. 5) …………………
   f From 6 o’clock to 10 o’clock at night. (p. 7)
   ………………………

Pages 8–15

4 Put the underlined letters in the right place to
   make a word.
   a The sky is black and Felix cannot see the
   moon or the asstr ………………….
   b Felix sees a pihs ………………… in the black
   water.
   c Felix thinks that the old stone buildings look
tegtirenin ………………….
   d The big bird has a dinfer …………………
called Aca.
   e Felix’s home is near a levliga …………………
   f Felix and Aca see a lot of men and hansmcei
   ………………….

5 Are these sentences right (√) or wrong (×)?
   a Felix sees a star in the water. □
   b Felix eats twenty fish in twenty minutes. □
   c The big bird is sitting on a stone. □
   d Aca is the big bird’s friend. □
   e The men are making a new road. □
   f Felix finds his family. □

6 Underline the wrong word and put the right
   one.
   a Felix remembers his small cage. ……………
   b The man on the ship sees Felix in the
   afternoon. ……………
   c Felix talks to a big bird with beautiful black
   and yellow feathers. ……………
   d Felix feels a warm hand on his head.
   ……………
   e The men are making a new building.
   ……………
   f Felix and Aca fly from Rio to the town.
   ……………

7 Who says or thinks this?
   A man on a ship  A big bird in Peru  Felix
   A boy  Felix’s family  Aca
   a “Where is my family?” …………………
   b “Can I have the bird, father?”
   …………………
   c “I want to take a photo of the bird”.
   …………………
   d “I have a friend in Rio”. …………………
   e “They’re making a new road”.
   …………………
   f “Is it you Felix?” …………………

8 Put a word on the left with a word on the
   right.
   cold stops
down big
old hot
starts sad
happy up
small new
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1 What is first in the book? Number the sentences 1–10.
   a ☐ Felix sees the Inca city of Matchu Picchu.
   b ☐ A man on a ship wants to take a photo of Felix.
   c ☐ Felix sees a lot of people in Rio.
   d ☐ The man catches Felix.
   e ☐ Felix flies out of the window.
   f ☐ Aca and Felix see a lot of machines.
   g ☐ Felix finds his family.
   h ☐ Felix lives with the Baxter family.
   i ☐ Felix talks to a bird on the Statue of Liberty.
   j ☐ Felix meets a big bird.

2 Put the right answers with the questions.
   a Where is Mrs Baxter? .....
   b What is the mother in the café doing? .....
   c Where does Felix talk to a small bird? .....
   d What is the name of the ocean in the book? .....
   e What colours are the big bird’s feathers? .....
   f What can Felix hear in Rio? .....
   g Why does Felix fight with his wings and his feet? .....
   h What does Felix see near the village? .....
   i What does Felix see in the air? .....
   j How many birds are above the trees? .....
      1) Music.
      2) Four.
      3) The Atlantic.
      4) In the bath.
      5) She is reading a newspaper.
      6) On the Statue of Liberty.
      7) A small blue and yellow feather.
      8) A lot of men and machines.
      9) Because there is a warm hand on his neck.
     10) Black and white.

3 Finish the sentences.
   a The Baxters show Felix to .....
   b Mr Baxter opens Felix’s cage to .....
   c Felix stands on the head of the .....
   d Felix looks down and sees the Inca .....
   e The big bird is sitting .....
   f Felix flies from Peru to .....
   g Felix fights with his wings and .....
   h There are a lot of men .....
   i The men are making .....
   j There, above the trees are .....

4 Are the sentences right (✓) or wrong (✗)?
   a The Baxters live in a tall building in New York. ☐
   b Mrs Baxter answers the telephone. ☐
   c The girl’s mother sees Felix. ☐
   d Felix can see a star in the black water of the Atlantic Ocean. ☐
   e The man on the ship wants to catch Felix. ☐
   f Machu Picchu is an Inca city. ☐
   g Felix talks to a small, beautiful bird in Peru. ☐
   h Felix sees a lot of people in Rio. ☐
   i Felix meets Aca in the Inca city of Machu Picchu. ☐
   j Aca and Felix stop in a house near the village. ☐

5 Circle the right word or words.
   a Felix’s home is a big cage / house / tree.
   b The shop in New York is called Beautiful Animals / Birds / Things.
   c A girl in a cinema / house / café sees Felix.
   d The sea is blue / cold / green.
   e The buildings in Machu Picchu are new / big / old.
   f The boy in Rio wants Felix / a photo / a drink.
   g Felix fights a man / a boy / Aca in Rio.
   h The men in the jungle are working / dancing / playing.
   i Felix sees two / three / four birds above the trees.
   j The four birds are Felix’s friends / family / brothers.

6 Circle the wrong word in the sentences.
   a Felix likes to the Baxter family.
   b Felix remembers of the big yellow moon in Brazil.
   c Mr Baxter hears at the telephone.
   d Felix cannot see the New York.
   e The man wants to take in a photograph of Felix.
   f The big bird is sitting on out a stone.
   g Felix can hear music and some any birds in a tree.
   h The two birds fly onto into the sky.
   i Aca and Felix see a lot of men and or machines.
   j There are four birds above this the trees.